
Outline (Mar 22)
q Midway class feedback summary and class rebuilding (15min)
q Lecture on generation (20min) Kathy McKeown’s ACL 2020 Keynote on NLG (45m+15m)
q Recordings

o (Prithvi Raj Botcha) Modeling Local Coherence: An Entity-Based Approach Computational 
Linguistics (10min)

o (Petros Karypis) Unifying Human and Statistical Evaluation for Natural Language Generation 
(10min)

o (Carl Molnar) Information Extraction (10min)
o (Kelsey Neis) Linguistically-Informed Self-Attention for Semantic Role Labeling (10min) 
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Too slow Too fast
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More time doing paper 
discussion led by students

More time for 
instructor lecture
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They provide good preparation 
for the homeworks/projects

They do not provide enough 
preparation for homeworks/projects
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The lectures are very 
clear and well written. I 
really appreciate all of 
the examples.

I like the breadth of 
exposure to different 
NLP applications and 
algorithms

Presentations and 
illustrations are helpful 
in understanding

Great combination of 
literature review and SOTA, I 
learn a lot from this class

propose very inspiring questions 
that are very helpful for additional 
exploration and understanding.

Very good content and instruction style. 
Please keep opening the course for the 
next semester and let more students can 
enjoy and benefit from this amazing 
course and professor.
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Probably go through some 
algorithms? Sometimes it's a little 
bit confused regarding "how it 
works" part I think I might prefer to have Tuesday's class 

be all lecture and Thursday's class all 
discussion/presentation. It just seems like 
we're always rushing to fit both in one class.

It would be nice to be able to 
consistently end at 5:15 
instead of running over.
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Class rebuilding

q Will have three lectures (April 28, May3, May 5) for the final 
presentations
o Invite people outside the class

q Replace my generation lecture with Kathy McKeown’s ACL 2020 
Keynote on NLG

q No lecture on Coreference and possibly some other topics
q Replace some topics of classes with guest lectures (or recorded talks) 

and have some discussion at the end
o Sumanth Dathathri @DeepMind, Controllability, April 12
o Anjalie Field @CMU, Social NLP, April 21
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Class rebuilding (cont’d)

q Please submit 10-min recording of your paper presentation in the shared 
drive.

q Combine hypothesis testing and evaluation into a single class with only 
paper discussions (March 29)
o The Hitchhiker’s Guide to Testing Statistical Significance in Natural Language Processing (Zach Chavis)
o On Calibration of Modern Neural Networks (Jayant Sharma)
o Time for a change: a tutorial for comparing multiple classifiers through Bayesian analysis (London 

Lowmanstone)
o GLUE and GEM Benchmarks (Jeffrey Jia) 
o NL-Augmenter: A Framework for Task-Sensitive Natural Language Augmentation (Jayant Sharma) 

q HW4 “Data Annotation” will be announced on March 24 April 5
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CSCI 8980-06: Introduction to NLP

Lecture 14: Generation

Dongyeop Kang, University of Minnesota



Natural Language Generation (NLG)

q The process of converting computer-internal semantic representations of 
content into the correct form of a language (e.g., English) so that the 
semantics are accurately included.
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Photo credit: Natural Language Generation Explained

http://www.butleranalytics.com/natural-language-generation-explained/


Natural Language Understanding and Generation

q NLU systems understand an input sentence and disambiguate it to 
produce machine-readable forms, 

q while NLG systems make decisions about how to put the semantics into 
words with respect to situational context.
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NLU Meaning NLG

Text Text



Multi-sentence NLG tasks
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Multi-turn dialoguesData2Text generation

Data: WinTeam: {Name: Nugget, Score: 
125,.. }, WinTeamPoints: {Name: Murray, 
Score: 22,..}, Lost-Team: {Name: Lakers, 
Score: 116,..}, ..

Text: “Murray nets 22 in Nuggets’ 125-
116 win over Lakers”

Are you 
there?

Honey! I’m here!

I skipped lunch today

Choose one: Korean, 
Japanese, or 
American.

Korean!
How about Green 
Pepper tonight?

Multi-aspect generation

Product: Microsoft  Surface Pro 6
- Review about screen quality: (4.6/5) “Pro has very high resolution...”
- Review about battery life: (4.4/5) “it doesn’t have a long-lasting..”
- Review about touch screen: (4.5/5) “Touch screen seems to be working with...”

Abstractive summarization

Original document: “...there are two 
ways to become wealthy: to create 
wealth or …. A monopolist who 
overcharges... Stiglitz, J.E. (2013). 
Penguin.”

Summaries: “Stiglitz (2013) 
suggests that creating wealth adds 
value to society..”



Pipelines of NLG systems
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Template-based



Pipelines of NLG systems
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Document 
Planner

Microplanner

Surface 
Realiser

Communicate Goal

Surface Text

Content determination
Document structuring

Lexicalization
Referring expressions
Aggregation

Linguistic realisation
Structure realisation

Topic 
Collection

Topic 
Organization

Realization

Input Topics

Text

Topic collection plans:
CONVINCE, RELATE, 
DESCRIBE

Interpretation
New topics
Juxtaposition
Ordering

Sentence type
Organization
Clauses
Words

R
H
E
T

S
T
R
A
T
E
G
I
E
S

Pragmatic 
Aspects of 

Conversation

Traditional pipeline (Reiter and Dale, 1997) PAULINE (Hovy, 1987)



Pipelines of NLG systems
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End-to-end 



Pipelines of NLG systems
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Knowledge building
一 “What” to say

Structure imposition
一 “How” to say

Style variation
一 “Who” to say

C
om

m
un

ic
at

io
n 

 G
oa

ls

Knowledge 
Retrieval

Stylistic Variation

Reasoning

Content 
Planning

Meaning 
Abstraction

NLG as a multifaceted system (Kang, 2020)



Natural Language Generation (NLG) in 
commercial services
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Psychotherapy 
chatbot

GrammarlyTable2Text

SmartCompose

SmartReply



Far behind human-level or human-like NLG
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Ethically 
inappropriate text

Illogical reasoning

Incoherent text



What factors are needed for development of 
human-like NLG system?

qOne might think the only 
information an NLG system 
needs to produce is contained 
in an utterance.

qHowever, there is a multitude 
of implicit information not 
explicitly obvious on the 
surface. 
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An example of human-human conversation about dinner.
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Are you there?
Honey! I’m here!

I skipped lunch today Choose one: Korean, 
Japanese, or American.

Korean!
How about Green 

Pepper tonight?
Sounds perfect!

I will book it at 6, so see you there 
by then. Don’t forget to bring your 

umb. It’s raining outside. 



Implicit information is not explicitly obvious on the surface.

Ⓞ Relationship with the listener: couple

Ⓞ Closeness to the listener: very close   

Ⓞ Experience with the speaker: <Alice, like, Bibimbap>  

Ⓞ Commonsense reasoning:  <ㄱLunch, cause, hungry>

Ⓞ Coherence: <Book, Restaurant> - <Remind, Bring, Umb> 

Ⓞ Goal: deciding a restaurant 

….

I skipped lunch today
I will book it at 6, so see you there 
by then. Don’t forget to bring your 

umb. It’s raining outside. 

Honey! I’m here!

Facet



Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) Theory (Halliday  et al., 1961)
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− “What”
q Presenting topics
q Logics, reasoning

− “How”
◎ Structuring text 
◎ Coherence, discourse

− “Who”
◎ Enacting social relations
◎ Pragmatics, styles

Ideational

Textual

Interpersonal



Multi-sentence NLG tasks
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Multi-turn dialoguesData2Text generation

Data: WinTeam: {Name: Nugget, Score: 
125,.. }, WinTeamPoints: {Name: Murray, 
Score: 22,..}, Lost-Team: {Name: Lakers, 
Score: 116,..}, ..

Text: “Murray nets 22 in Nuggets’ 125-
116 win over Lakers”

Are you 
there?

Honey! I’m here!

I skipped lunch today

Choose one: Korean, 
Japanese, or 
American.

Korean!
How about Green 
Pepper tonight?

Multi-aspect generation

Product: Microsoft  Surface Pro 6
- Review about screen quality: (4.6/5) “Pro has very high resolution...”
- Review about battery life: (4.4/5) “it doesn’t have a long-lasting..”
- Review about touch screen: (4.5/5) “Touch screen seems to be working with...”

Abstractive summarization

Original document: “...there are two 
ways to become wealthy: to create 
wealth or …. A monopolist who 
overcharges... Stiglitz, J.E. (2013). 
Penguin.”

Summaries: “Stiglitz (2013) 
suggests that creating wealth adds 
value to society..”





Text planning for structure imposition

qGuides the structure of the multi-sentence communication in a 
coherent way, essentially a planning process

qHumans make structural decisions before making utterances. 
o Topic introduction, ordering, abstraction, conversation strategies

qDecide high-level structural decisions, then guiding the 
surface realization
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(Byrne, 79, hovy 85, Mann & Thompson 88; McKeown 95)



Planning on multi-sentence NLG tasks
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Data2Text Abstractive 
summarization

Multi-aspect 
generation

Story generation, 
Goal-oriented dialogue

Planning - Hierarchical Vertical Horizontal

Content given
(Context-Target)

Partial
(C ⊂ T)

Full 
(C ⊃ T)

None
(C ⊥ T)

None
(C ⊥ T)

NLG-Objectives Realization Abstraction
+ Realization 

Diversification
+  Realization 

Coherence
+ Realization

T1 T2C

T1 T2

C

C1 C2 C3

t2t1C

t1

T

Context

Target

Abstracted 
target



An example of multi-sentence generation 
with three planning types
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“Every natural text is written 
in some style.”

C

T1 T2

t2t1

The style is formed by a 
complex combination of 
different stylistic factors, 
including formality markers, 
emotions, metaphors, etc.

Fortunately, stylistic variation 
of text has been completely 
identified and modeled by the 
recent development of neural 
networks. 

Aspect 2: skeptical (Vertical)Aspect 1: optimistic (Vertical)

Text is written in some style. A 
complete understanding of a 
text should consider a complex 
combination of different 
stylistic factors... 

Summary (Hierarchical)

Some factors implicitly reflect the author’s personality, 
while others are explicitly controlled by the author’s 
choices in order to achieve some personal or social goal. 
One cannot form a complete understanding of a text and 
its author without considering these factors.  ...

Continuation (Horizontal)

T1 T2 T1

Modeling 
abstraction

Modeling 
diversity

Modeling 
coherence



INLG 2022
q Affect/emotion generation
q Analysis and detection of automatically generated text
q Applications for people with disabilities
q Cognitive modelling of language production
q Computational Efficiency of NLG models
q Content and text planning
q Corpora and resources for NLG
q Deep learning models for NLG
q Ethical considerations of NLG
q Evaluation of NLG systems
q Explainability, Fairness and Trustworthy of NLG 

systems
q Generalizability of NLG systems
q Grounded language generation
q Lexicalisation

q Multimedia and multimodality in generation
q Natural language understanding techniques for NLG
q NLG and accessibility
q NLG and speech synthesis
q NLG in dialogue
q NLG for embodied agents and robots
q NLG for real-world applications
q Paraphrasing, summarization and translation
q Personalisation and variation in text
q Referring expression generation
q Storytelling and narrative generation
q Surface realisation
q Systems architecture
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International Natural Language Generation Conference



Rewriting the Past: Assessing the Field through the Lens of 
Language Generation, Kathy McKeown, ACL 2020 Keynote
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https://slideslive.com/38929460/rewriting-the-past-assessing-the-field-through-the-lens-of-language-generation

https://slideslive.com/38929460/rewriting-the-past-assessing-the-field-through-the-lens-of-language-generation


Generation for Social Good: Assistive Technologies, 
Public Health, and Beyond by Kathleen F. McCoy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cezU0LOsMR8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cezU0LOsMR8


NLG history by Ehud Reiter

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEw47Y_ZN8Q

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEw47Y_ZN8Q


Challenges

NLG is a very rich and understudied topic in NLP 
NLG is extremely difficult, due to its multitude of facets.

q Coherence measurement
q An unified multi-faceted system
q Human-in-the-loop NLG systems
q Standardized platform for human NLG evaluation
q Controllability, ethics, diversity, etc
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